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1.0 Objective

After studying this unit students will be able to know what actually the Human Resource

Management (HRM) is they will also be able to know the actual nature, concept of Human

Resouce Management and its inter-relationship with other social sciences, its historical

evolution, present scenario and future challenges before Human Resource Management.

1.2 Introduction

It has been very well stated that Human Resource is the most important among all

other materials and Financial Resources. It is Human Resource (manpower/employees) who

makes best utilisation of all other resources of the firm/company/corporate. Hence Human

Resource is the most valuable asset of any organisation.

In view of above in this unit we shall be discussing various aspects of Human Resource

Planning and its development, its nature and scope, its interrelationship with other social

sciences, Role of Human Resource Manager in the changed Global Scenario and other allied

issues.

1.3 Importance  of  The  Topic

An ideal employee can make the organisation to touch the new heights of success by

his/her creative/innovative ideas and imagination most of the innovations/inventions have

been brought about by such innovative employees of some or other  company.

It is personnel/employees/man power (HR) who can best utilise the other resources of

the company/firm to its best advantages.

Hence to make well planned, well recruited, well trained and well developed man power

availble to the company at “Right Time” and at “Right Cost” is the prime function of Human

Resource Management department of any corporate (company/firm).
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1.2 Human  Resource  Management  in  Historical  Perspective

The history of Human Resource Management or Human Resource Development can

be traced back as long as 800 B.C. that is 3816 years ago from today

1. In 1880 B.C. Minimum wage and

Incentive wage plans were prevalent in Babylonian civilization of ancient day.

2. The Chinese had originated the principle of Division of Labour as early as in1650

B.C.

3. Around 1200 B.C. the concept of SPAN of Management and allied issues were

well conceived of by Moses.

4. In India Chanaky (also known as Kautilya) the author of historic book the Arthshastra

wrote in length about the sound based systematic management of Human Resource

as early as in 4th century B.C. (that is about 2500 years ago) during the regime of

Chandra Gupta.

5. This in short is the historical evolution of the discipline of Human Resource

Mnagement.

6. The present day Human Resource Manager had to travel a long journey prior to

Industrial Revolution from the stages of slavery, serfdom guild system.

7. The Industrial Revolution saw the new economic theory of “Laissez faire” meaning

there-by parent (guardian like) behavior with labour.

8. The cottage industries were converted into Factory System of production on larger

scale.

By the time of world war first (1917) great thrust was given to Personnel

Management in the form of trade Unionism, Negotiation for higher wages with the

Labour Welfare concept came into being.

9. During 1920-1923 the modern concept of Personel Administration sprang up in

the shape of many literature on ‘Labour Welfare’ “Minimum Wages’, Trade Union,

collective bargaining etc.

Now Industrialists started giving the same status to Personnel Management as

Production and Marketing Management.

1.4(i) Three phases of evaluation of modern form of Human Resource

Management.

1. The first phase of Human Resource Mnagement originated from the introduction

of welfare and charitable activity as a moral duty, which was later on took the

shape of “PRE CONDITION FOR INDUSTRIAL EFFECIENCY.
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2. The second  phase started with the emergence of “TRADE  UNION AND

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING” for increased wages and employers endeavours

to cope with the challenges.

3. The Third  phase can be traced back in the emergence of concept of

HUMANITARIAN VIEW of labour and their contribution to production.

Later on many theories, for example, Scientific  Munagent theory propounded by F.W.

Taylor, kurt Lewin’s studies of behaviour of small groups (1947) and so many other Hand

books/Mannuals were published recognising Human Resource Development as a full-fledged

separate discipline embracing all personnel functions

1.4(ii) Objectives  of Human Resource  Management/Human Resource

Development

From above narration we may derive the following objectives of any Human Resource

Development initiative as below :-

1. To develop capabilities, efficiency productivity of all individuals working in the

organization to perform their present assignment magnificently.

2. To enable them to take up and discharge the responsibilities of their future

assignment when promoted to higher position very effectively and efficiently.

3. To stimulates the sense of belonging, loyalty, ownness to the organization they

serve.

4. To foster cordial interpersonal relationship among them in the organization and

outside the organization in social life.

5. To promote fraternity, mutual co-operation, collaboration and healthy team spirit

among them.

6. To encourage effective co-ordination among various working units of the

organization.

7. To promote cross functional efficiency among them enabling them to take up the

work of any of their fellow being (colleague) in the event of his/her being absent

due to accident, illness, death of due to any unforeseen event.

8. Cross functional training is also essential for avoiding the possible obsolensce

(being out of date) of manpower.

9. Enabling them to keep pace with the ever changing technological changes for

example training them up for computer operation and related automation.

10. Various journals, magazines, video-clippings should be issued to them from

departmental libraries enabling them to keep their knowledge/skill up-to-date,

increasing their working efficiency, capabilities and effectiveness.
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Followings can be enumerated as the main objectives of Human Resource

Management/Human Resource Development:-

1. Human Resource Management aims at developing capabilities, efficiency,

effectiveness and productivity of all employees in context of their existing allotted

duties, function, responsibilities.

2. To enable them to bring about par excellence in their performance.

3. Their contribution in making the products superb so as to maximize the level of

consumers satisfaction.

4. To infuse into them the sense of being innovative so that the quality of the products

may not only be created and maintained rather upgrated to create brand loyalty

among the existing custimers and attract new customers.

5. Most of the innovations in the world have been brought about by imaginative and

creative workers/supervisors which have resulted in facilitating mass production

on much reduced cost of production. Such innovations have let to the increased

productivity of workers, minimizing their fatigue and monotony to an appreciable

extent besides enhancing their remuneration by way of incentive bonus, profit

sharing bonus etc.

6. To inculcate among them the sense of job-satisfaction, pride and creative

imagination.

7. To enhance their self-confidence to handle the work of other tables, also by

encouraging cross functional training so that work may not suffer even if some of

the employees are absent due to some compelling reason.

8. Such practice aims at enabling them to take up their new assignment on higher

job-position on promotion.

9. To enhance the motivation level of employees to yet better their performance by

rewarding them through various monetary and non-monetary rewards/honours/

prizes etc.

10. To inculcate in them the sense of mutuality, fraternity, co-operation, collaboration

and inter personal relationship within and outside the work plance.

11. To infuse among them the sense of team spirit to achieve organizational goal in

co-ordinated mannrer.

12. To eliminate sectorial feeling in employees of different shops/branches/

departments by developing the sense of co-ordination and collaboration.

13. To avoid obsolensce in work force by keeping them apprised with the ever changing

technological innovation all around them.
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1.5 Human  Resource  Management  and Planning,  Objective,  Nature

and  Scope  of  Human  Resource  Management

According to D.K. Bhattacharya the Human Resource Development is a process which

helps employees of an organization to increase their functional capabilities for their present

and future roles, to develop their general capabilities, to harness their inner potentialities

both for themselves and for organizational development and to develop organizational culture

to sustain harmonious superior-subordinat relationship, team work, motivation, quality and a

sense of belonging.

Human Resource Development is also very closely concerned with developing the

capabilities, efficiency, motivation and sense of ownness (loyalty) to the organization they

serve through imparting training, education and developing their productivity by exposing

them to various symposia, seminars, workshops, showing them video clippings of successful

organization and through mutual exchange of workers and supervisors with successul

organizations for certain period. This happens to be a novel experiment in recent past by very

successful companies.

1.6 Nature  and  Scope  of  the  Human  Resource  Management

Formerly Human Resource Management and Human Resource Development were

known as Personnel  Management or Personnel Administration.

Both Public and Private Sector enterprises used the world “Personnel Administration

Department” or only administrative Department.

1.7 Human  Resource  Policies  and  Their  Formulation

(i) Definition/concept/meaning of policy.

(ii) Consideration for Developing Policies.

(iii) Guide lines for policy formulation

(iv) Communicating the policy.

(v) Administering policies.

(i) Definition and Concept

Policy is a predetermined established guide lines to facilitate attainment of the
predetermined goals and objectives.

(iii) Policy differentiated from strategy, objective and procedure

Strategy :- Policy is different from strategy or tactis while strategy is a proposed course
of action to exert impact on the ability of the enterprise to attain (achieve) its goal the policy
relates the fundamental framework of principles and rules which are used as reference

information for decision making.
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Objectives are specific goals or aims in quantitative term which are to be achieved

by individuals and organizations.

Hence objective is something to be achieved while policy is guideline how to achieve

the goal. Thus objective is a goal/target while policy is path finder, torch bearer.

Policiy and Procedure : While procedure defines the manner or way how to achieve

goal/target policy forms part of a framework of general principles.

Policy is also different from programme : Programmes are developed on the basis

of policies for implementing them and accordingly programmes involve one additional step

beyond policy to simplify the decisions. The execution on programme leads to specific action

including practice and procedures.

1.7(i) Guide  Lines  For  Policy  Formation

Some of the main guide line for policy formulation may be precisdy mentiond here

which are as below:

1. Purpose

Purpose or Rationale (justification) of policy must be mentioned clearly so that it may

be understood and accepted by concerned people.

2. Semantics (language/words)

The word the language the style of expression must be easily comprehensible (to be

understood) by the target people for whom the policy is formulated. The language

must not be touchy of any one’s sentiment or feeling.

3. Tone of Policy

A warm, appealing and gentle expression will be easily acceptable by all concerned.

The words/language style used in policy should show the interest and concern of

management towards its members/employees.

The use of legalistic language or irritating one should be avoided.

4. Form

Out line should be avoided. The cold and lifeless words should also be avoided.

Relatively short paragraphs duly underlined and double space should be used

encouraging reading.

5. Clearity

Short, simple sentences using the words like “whereas” provided etc. are easily

understood. Hence the compound/ambiguous and complex words and sentence should

be avoided in policy statements.
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\Communicating the policies :

It is the responsibility of the management of any firm/company to make their employees

aware of the policy decision.

As such it should be duly publicized through Notice Board oral discussions with

supervisors, trade unions, news bulletin, Notice Hung/displayed on the walls of office/workshop

and through all possible and visual modes of communication.

Administering Policies :

The policy decisions should be enforced with uniformity, fairness impartiality, fairly

and judiciously without the consideration of:-

Caste, creed, colour, place or birth, language, race, gender, religion and sect of the

employees.

Exception should be considered as per the demand of the circumstances. The

consideration of mutuality and environment of fraternity, co-operation collaboration, co-

ordination, brotherhood and understanding must be fostered and promoted at all cost. It should

be clearly understood that rules/regulations/by laws or policy are meant for employees and

for the wellbeing of the organization.

Hence all policy decisions should promote the wellbeing of the organization and its

employees.

1.8 Human  Resource  Functions  and  Role  of  Human  Resouce

Manager

Human Resource functions are undergoing a radical change in revolutionary manner

following economic reform (passed in July 1991) undertaken by Government of India.

Now the economy has been globalized, liberalised  through passing the EXIM policy,

rationalizing the tarift duties and opening the flood gate for the DFI (Direct Foreign Investment).

It is under this liberalization programme that more than 40 foreign companies have opened

their offices even in insurance, mutual fund and stock market in India. Through these sectors

they are influencing our economic activities significantly.

During the period of first five year plan after independence of India Direct Foreign

Investment (DFI) was allowed only in the capital goods industries or in the core sector of our

economy.But today foreign investors have entered even food and drink items like Pepsi,

Coca-cola, Nesle and many packed food items.

Under the provisions of World Trade Organisation (W.T.O.), of which India is a founder

member, any of about, 175 countries may open their branches/manufacturing plants, sales

offices in India.

Many Multi-National Corporations (M.N.Cs.) have already established  their setups in

India and a large number are to come.
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As these Multi-National Corporations are 100% automated manufacturing concern

producing on mass-scale, their cost of production is much less than that of ours. As such they

are selling their goods much cheaper than their Indian Counter-parts.

India with a vast population of 125 crores has proved a very-very potential market and

profit centre for them.

Under these circumstances Indian manufacturers have been compelled to drastically

cut down their expenditure on Human Resource by adopting automation dismissing,

retrenching, laying off, and giving Voluntary Retirement (V.R.S.) from service which in fact is

nothing but compulsory retirement.

Government of India has also resorted to this practice of V.R.S. and re-deploying the

V.R.S.-people after necessary training in other alternative jobs or asking them to opt other

means of livelihood.

Fresh appointment in government departments has almost been stopped by way of

managing the work by granting extension, officiating allowance to junior officers or

amalgamating (merging) two or more departments into a newly renamed department.

Even private sector enterprises like Tata Steel had to resort to V.R.S. by adopting

“Golden-hand shake-scheme” that is granting 22 months’ salary at a time with full gratuity,

provident fund and encashment of earned leave etc. just to curtail their expenses on Human

Resources.

Thus the Economic Reforms Policy has started quite a New Era of Human Resource

Management in Indian History.

Changed Role of Human Resource :

Under the Changed Scenario as mentioned above the role of Human Resource and

Human Resource Managers have also to undergo drastic changes to meet the global  challenge

of world-class qualities of goods and services at competitive price by resorting to drastic cut

in cost of production and distribution which also include the minimization of cost on Human

Resource.

What is expected from the Human Resource and Human Resource Manager in the

changed scenario?

1.8(i) Role of Human Resource Manager and Human Resource  in  the

Changed  Scenario

1. To develop/train/educate the Human Resource in such at manner that they become:

More and More Motivated

More and More Productive

More and More Efficient
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More and More Responsible

More and More Innovative

More and More Loyal to the organization

More and More Dedicated and

More and More Devoted to duty

More and More innorative/productive/efficient/effective and all rounder.

If the workers inculcate these virtues and practice them sincerely and seriously

these will lead to.

2. Minimisation of cost of production meaning thereby that goods will be cheaper.

3. Cheaper good but with world class quality will be sold in greater volume than before.

4. More sales mean more profit, more bonus, and more fringe benefits to workers.

5. Workers will be more and more motivated and loyal to the organization.

6. With the workers getting loyal having developed the sense of belonging and

ownness to the organization the rate of turn over (leaving the organization for better

pay elsewhere) will get reduced.

7. Reduced rate of turnover will make the workers more experienced with longer

stay (service) in the company.

8. This will further reduce the cost of training as new appointment will get reduced.

9. More sale-volume will mean more profit, more dividends to shareholders and more

(increased) investment/re-investment.

10. This will lead to more capital formation and firm will get financially sound.

11. Public exchequer will get more revenue on more sale-volume by way of Sale tax/

Income Tax/Excise Duty and such other levies.

12. The Nation will thus become stronger financially and

13. Our Manufacturers/Producers of various goods and services will be able to face

the global competition with world class qualities and competitive price of their

goods with their foreign M. N.C. Counter parts.

14. In that event India will not be simply a market for foreign goods rather India will be

a good supplier a good exporter in the International Market through foreign trade.

Thus the Changed Role of Human Resource Managers is to increase the profitability

of the firm on the one hand and to prevent the obsolensce (being out of date) of Human

Resource on the other.

Thus the Human Resource Manager’s role may broadly be divided into two major

categories :
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(i) To facilitate the people to get knowledge and skill required for their present and

future assignments and to enable them to achieve their personal goals.

(ii) Secondly to play the enabling role by providing the right atmosphere for individual

performance and providing conducive/congenial environment for the organization

to achieve its desired goals.

The American Society of Training and Development (A.S.T.D.) has laid down

following 11 (eleven) roles of Human Resource Manager:-

1. Role of Administrator :- Providing Company Cordination and support services.

2. Role of Evaluator :- Identifier of the impact of an individual or organizational

effectiveness.

3. Career Development Adviser :- To identify plan and implement development

and career action.

4. Human Resource Development :- Manners Supporting leading a group’s work

and linking with it to total organization.

5. Role of Instructor/Facilitator :- Presenting information, directing learning group,

discussion and group process.

6. The  role  of  Marketer:- Marketing and contracting from Human Resource

Development view points, programmes and services.

7. Material Developer :- Producing written/electrically mediated instructional manuals

that is through L.C.D. video clippings.

8. Need  analysis  :- Identifying ideal and actual performance and detecting

discrepancy if any.

9. Change Catalyst :- Identifying, influencing and supporting changes in organization

behavior.

10. Programme Designer :- Preparing objectives, defining, content and selecting

activities for specific intervention.

11. Researcher :-Identifying, developing, testing new information and translating into

organizational behavior.

1.9 Challenges  Ahead

As we have discussed in foregoing paragraphs the economic reform policies.

Our economy has now been directly integrated with global economy. The events taking

place in any European, Americal or Afro-Asian Countries have direct/indirect influence on our

economy.

Due to American attack on Iraque oil crists had very adversely affected Indian economy.
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A few years back when American economy faced recession a large number of Indian

software engineers were thrown out of employment.

Similarly due to depression in British economy the immigration of Indian doctors was

banned for some time and many doctors settled in England were sent back to India.

The present recession (eanh) in some of the European Countries, especially Greece

has adversely affected our export.

All these economic phenomena and trade cycle has direct impact on our Human

Resource and thereby on our economy.

2. Our ever growing population and the tedious problem of un-employment is the

greatest challenge before us.

Extent of un-employment in our youth is the most vexing and challenging task before

us. As many as 62% of our total population is within the age group of 22 to 35

years. Hence India is called “the youngest country” in the world. Hence India

will be the largest manpower supplier to other countries by 2020.

3. Hence the greatest challenge before us is to turn these 62% young people of ours

into “SKILLED MAN POWER” so that they can set up their own small scale

enterprise inside the country and become job givers instead of job seekers

One small entrepreneur can appoint many young people for running his/her

enterprise.

There is heavy demand of skilled workers as palumber, electrician, repairer and

maintainer of washing machine, refrigerators, computers and its accessories, mobile phone,

electrical equipments and a huge number of such household appliances in foreign countries.

If we provide technical training and make them skilled persons they will we appointed

on very high pay in foreign countries.

This is why government of India has set up National Skill Development Corporation

(N.S.D.C.) which in turn has been spreading its network throughout the country through various

state government departments/autonomous bodies/N.G.Os. and various other institutes to

impart vocational training to the younger generation and make them fully skilled. The

government has been spnding Rs. 7500 to Rs. 12000/- per candidate for imparting such skill

development training. More than 50 crores young people are to be imparted such training

who will start their own ventures or opt foreign assignment.

Government of India has also been granting soft loan to such skilled youths desirous

of starting their own enterprise on easy term under ‘Make-in India’ start up India stand up India

and such other plans.

We all should extend our full support to such initiatives to handle this gigantic task.

The government is also going to set up various separate Institutions, vocational training

centres or even vocational unversatres, strenthening I.I.Ts. both for boys and girls and huge

number of skill development centres even at Block level.
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China has already won its war against un-employment through this technique as

mentioned above.

We all must be a partner to meet this greatest challenge ahead us. All our Human

Resource policies must aim at solving these problems.

1.10 Human  Resource  Management  Vs  Personnel  Management

(Scope of Human Resource Management and its relation with other social

sciences)

According to D. K. Bhattacharya (the author of the book viz. Human Resource Planning)

the Human Resource Management is a distinctive approach and is different from traditional

Personnel Management in following three considerations:-

1. The first approach is simply by retitling the Personnel Department as Human

Resource Department by most of the public and private sector departments.

2. Secondly by re-organising personnel roles and labour relations activities in

four policy areas like

(i) Employee influence

(ii) Human Resource flow

(iii) Reward System and

(iv) Work System and

(v) Work Systems differentiating Human Resource Management from Personnel

Management .

According to Institute of Personnel Management, U.K. also the Industrial Relation (I.R.)

is a separate strategic function which falls under Personnel Management function.

The third approach designates Human Resource Management as quite distrinct and

new approach for management. This approach integrates Human Resource Planning into

strategic management and emphasizes full utilization of Human Resource.

1.11 Human  Resource  Management  and  Human  Resource

Development

Followings are the factors which differentiates Human Resource Management from

the traditional labour welfare and Personnel Management:-

1. Search  for  competitive  advantage:-  It emphasises full utilization by an

organization or by any Nation to get competitive advantage.
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2. Model of Excellence : Authors like Peters and Waterman (1982) and Kanter

(1984) showed the interest of Human Resource Management isolating it from

traditional Personnel Management function by carrying out study of successful

organisations as model of Excellence.

3. Failure of Personel Management : Authors like skiners (1981) and his followers

or associates emphasized through their studies that Personnel Management had

failed to promote potential benefits of effective management of people.

4. Decline in Trade Union Pressure : The ever changing global economic and

political climate has emphasized switching over from traditional collective issues to individual

and co-operative issues of Human Resource Management Approach.

Change in the nature of work and work force :

The ever changing global phenomenon of science and technology have radically

changed the structural and occupational pattern. There is mark paradigm shift on skill and

knowledge occupational shifts restructuring of production, new quality control system,

requirement of (ISO 9000 series) are now emphasizing on better technical know how highly

skilled and technologically advanced work force having high expectation from their employers.

Such a trend calls for radically re-defining the employer-employees relationship

associated with Human Resource Planning.

1.12 Inter-relationship  of  Human  Resource  Management/Human

Resource  Development,  O.D.  and  I.R.

Human Resource Planning is sub-system of the total management system and is

responsible to all manager irrespective of their functions, desciplines and level. It is primarily

concerned with the Management of People, individual or group at work, though it is also inter-

related with Human Resource Development, O.D. (organizational design and diagnosis) and

I.R. though they are separate aspects of the broader concept of Human Resource Planning.

However , in actual practice each of these concepts overlap and cannot be viewed in

isolation. Human Resource Development practices to succeed must go hand-in-hand with

Human Resource Devleopment, O.D. interventions.

1.13(i)  Human  Resource  Management  and  Psychology

There is very close relationship between Human Resource Management and

Psychology in so far as study of Human behavior, Human Psychology, Industrial Psychology,

motivation, job satisfaction, sense of loyalty, belonginess, ownness are concerned these have

bearing on psychology.
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1.13(ii)  Human  Resource  Management  and  Economics

Workers’ satisfaction loyalty, belongingness and ownness to the organization mostly

depends on economic consideration for example lucrative pay package, bonus, allowances,

increments and all such fringe benefits. All these involve recurring expenditure. Which affects

the Economic Condition of an organization. Thus Human Resource Management has close

link with Economics Accounting and Financial Management. Likewise Human Resource

Management and Human Resource Development policies/and practices are very significantly

influenced by political consideration legislation/policy of government. Thus Human Resource

Management and Human Resource Development have very close relation with political

science.

1.14 Summary  of  the  unit

In this unit we have dealt with meaning definition, nature and scope of Human Resource

Manager, its historical evolution various issued related to Human Resource Planning, job

analysis, job description, job specifications, manpower planning, forecasting of manpower

requirement in future, redeployment after separation and integrated manpower.

1.15 Question  for  Exercise

1. Briefly discuss the evolution of Human Resource Management-Functions. How

Human Resource is interrelated to Human Resource Development?

2. Compare and contrast the Human Resource Management and Human Resource

Development functions.

3. Explain the various Human Resource functions.

OR

Dioscuss the role and function of Human Resource Manager.

4.  What are the objectives of Human Resource Management and Human Resource

Development? Discuss in detail.

5. Wrote short notes on:-

(i) Humanitarian view of labour

(ii) Relationship of Human Resource Management with other social sciences.

6. Discuss the various factors guiding the formulation of Human Resource policies.

7. Discuus 11 different roles of Human resource Manager.

8. What is the difference between job analysis and job specification?
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1.16 Suggested  readings

1. Personnel Management by Arun Monappa,

Mirza S. Saiyadain.

Tata Mc Graw - Hill Publishing Company Ltd., New Delhi 1997 2nd Edition

2. Human Resource Management

(Text and Cases) by S.S. Khanna

S. Chand and Company Ltd., New Delhi 2008 Edition.

3. Human Resource Personnel Management by K. Aswathappa 3rd Edition

Tata Mc Graw Hill Publication new Delhi.




